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Abstract—To overcome the shortage of computer specialists,
there is an increased need for correspondent study and training
offers, in particular for learning programming. The automated
assessment of solutions to programming tasks could relieve
teachers of time-consuming corrections and provide individual
feedback even in online courses without any personal teacher. The
e-assessment system JACK has been successfully applied for more
than 12 years up to now, e.g., in a CS1 lecture. However, there are
only few solid research results on competencies and competence
models for object-oriented programming (OOP), which could be
used as a foundation for high-quality feedback.

In a joint research project of research groups at two uni-
versities, we aim to empirically define competencies for OOP
using a mixed-methods approach. In a first step, we performed
a qualitative content analysis of source code (sample solutions
and students’ solutions) and as a result identified a set of
suitable competency components that forms the core of further
investigations. Semi-structured interviews with learners will be
used to identify difficulties and misconceptions of the learners and
to adapt the set of competency components. Based on that we
will use Item Response Theory (IRT) to develop an automatically
evaluable test instrument for the implementation of abstract
data types. We will further develop empirically founded and
competency-based feedback that can be used in e-assessment
systems and MOOCs.

Index Terms—computer science education, object oriented
programming, educational technology, electronic learning

I. INTRODUCTION

To overcome the current shortage of computer specialists,
there is an increased need for correspondent study and training
offers, in particular for learning programming. An analogous
lack of sufficiently competent teaching staff, however, limits
the supply of face-to-face courses. The automated assessment
of solutions to programming tasks could relieve teachers of
time-consuming corrections in order to increase the capacities
of classroom teaching. At the same time, it can provide
complementary online services without any human tutoring,
in particular Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs).
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The working group ”Specification of Software Systems” at
University of Duisburg-Essen has developed and maintained
the e-assessment system JACK for more than 12 years up
to now [1]. It has been successfully applied for automated
assessment e. g. in the context of the CS1 lecture given by the
working group at that university. During the first 12 years of
service, approximately 93,000 solutions of attestations as well
as approximately 133,000 solutions of preparatory practice
tasks were automatically graded and provided with feedback.

In order to support the intended learning processes, feed-
back should address competency deficits, rather than simply
list failed test cases or provide correct solutions. However,
computer science education research has so far lacked solid
research results on competencies and competence models for
programming, which could be used as a foundation for the
development of such high-quality feedback. Furthermore, the
research on errors and misconceptions in programming is
rather inconsistent, incomplete and hardly illuminated from
the competency-oriented point of view.

The research group for computer science education at
the Technical University of Munich is conducting intensive
research on these fields. In addition, it has created a MOOC
called LOOP for learning object-oriented programming on
the edX platform [2, 3], which was attended by more than
7000 students up to now. The JACK system mentioned above
was already used in the MOOC for real-time evaluation and
feedback generation on the students’ solutions of exemplary
programming tasks.

Since 2015, both research groups combine their experience
and expertise, aiming to link fundamental research on e-
assessment with the extensive research on computer science
competencies in order to address the research gaps mentioned
above. Our collaboration has already produced relevant results.
We were able to identify several potential competencies that
are required to implement and operate 1- and 2- dim arrays,
linked lists, and binary trees (see [4]). In recognition of
these preliminary results, the Deutsche Forschungsgemein-
schaft (DFG, German Research Foundation) has agreed to
fund our collaboration project AKoFOOP, which links areas
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of research in computer science and its didactics. The project
started in April 2019 and will be terminated in March 2021. E-
assessment systems enable surveys with large case numbers,
which are necessary for our competency analyses based on
the Item-Response Theory (see e.g. [5]). Our project aims to
achieve the following main goals, using and improving the
JACK system:

1) Empirically founded definition and structural analysis
of competencies for OOP, in particular in the field of
abstract data types (e.g. array, list, tree, graph),

2) Development and piloting of an automatically evaluable
test instrument for the implementation of abstract data
types,

3) Exploring the possibilities and impact of competency-
based feedback in e-assessment systems and MOOCs.

In this paper, we first describe the theoretical background
and related literature in this field (Section II). To give the
context for our research, we describe the course under inves-
tigation and the data collection using the e-assessment system
JACK (Section III). We present our mixed-methods-based
approach and in particular the qualitative content analysis of
source code that we used to identify possible components
of competencies (Section V). We also describe the further
project plan including the analysis of students solutions, semi-
structured interviews, the measurement of possible competen-
cies using Item Response Theory (IRT) and the adaption of
the automated feedback (Section VI).

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

We start by defining competencies and give an overview
of competence models in computer science. Afterwards we
discuss related literature on errors and misconceptions for
OOP and the automated assessment of programming solutions.
We furthermore describe the IRT which forms the basis for the
measurement of competencies.

A. Competencies

In the context of this project, we denote by competency
a context-specific cognitive performance disposition in the
sense of Weinert [6, p. 27], who defined competencies as “the
cognitive abilities and skills possessed by or able to be learned
by individuals that enable them to solve particular problems,
as well as the motivational, volitional and social readiness
and capacity to use the solutions successfully and responsibly
in variable situations.”

To define competencies in our project, we make use of
Schott and Azizi Ghanbari [7, p. 15]: “A competence consists
of certain amounts of tasks that can be carried out if you have
the competence.” In this sense, we can consider certain sets
of ”suitable” tasks as representations of a specific competency.
Of course, there are certain conditions for this, in particular a
sufficient psychometric homogeneity of this set of tasks, which
means that for each set the probability that an individual is able
to solve these tasks depends essentially only on the level of
the respective competency that is defined by this set.

Within the framework of this project we are particularly
interested in the internal structure of such competencies. The
partial capabilities whose mastery is necessary, but not suffi-
cient for having the competency, will be called competency
components in the following (similar to item demands as
described by Hartig, Klieme, and Leutner [8]).

B. Competence Models for Computer Science

Instead of an orientation at the term competency, the works
of the international computer science education communities
are still dominated by the terms knowledge and skills. Cor-
respondingly, very few solid research results on empirically
founded competencies or models for computer science can
be found at the international level so far. For our project,
competence structure models and competence level models in
the sense of [9, p. 6-7] are of particular importance.

Some research in this direction has been carried out within
the framework of the MoKoM project. This resulted in a
first empirically and theoretically based competence structure
model for two sub-areas of computer science (modelling and
system comprehension) [10] as well as a test instrument for
them. It turned out, however, that the dimensionality of the
measured competencies was not sufficiently clear [11]. Above
all, the model turned out to be far too coarsely granular
in the area of OOP, which is relevant for us. The MoKoM
model contains only a few competencies in this respect. For
this reason, there are currently no sufficiently detailed and
empirically founded competence structure models specifically
for recording and modelling programming competencies, even
though individual further attempts have already been made to
do so, e. g. [12, 13].

Based on the above competency definition, Mühling, Hub-
wieser, and Berges [14] examined the potential cognitive facets
by analyzing the structures from declarative knowledge to
OOP through surveys of concept maps [14]. The similarities
in the knowledge structures of first-year students with very
different computer science education resulted in the subject-
specific sub-dimensions of a first proposal for a competence
model for OOP, which was developed on the basis of an
extensive literature study, also on other subjects, as well as
various additional qualitative data [15, 16]. The result are
described in [17]; it contains among others the following sub-
dimensions which are particularly relevant for our project:

1. OOP knowledge and skills:
1.1 Data structure (graph, tree, array),
1.2 Class & object structure (object, attribute, association),
1.3 Algorithmic structure (loops, conditional statement).

C. Errors and Misconceptions

We expect further indications of the internal structure of
our competencies by the analysis of the errors or flaws found
in the student solutions of the tasks. These deficits might be
caused by competency deficits, individual misconceptions as
well as by general learning barriers.



There are a number of publications on the study of errors
and misconceptions in programming, see for example [18, 19].
Robins et al. also provide a literature overview of learning and
teaching programming [20]. They also looked into the question
of what specific deficits can be identified in ineffective pro-
gramming beginners. Ragonis and Ben-Ari [21] performed a
mixed-methods analysis and identified a set of misconceptions
and difficulties when learning object-oriented programming.
Sirkiä observes new programmers looking for hints which
programming concepts are misunderstood by learners and lead
to problems when learning a programming language. He sum-
marized these concepts into misconceptions and divided them
into five categories (see also [22], [23, p. 11]). Vahrenhold and
Paul [24] develop test items for OOP focusing specifically on
algorithms and data structures. Caceffo et al. [25, 26] recently
developed a concept inventory for OOP including an overview
of misconceptions in Java.

Zehetmeier et al. [27] made a first connection between mis-
conceptions and competencies, proposing a classification of
the relevant cognitive processes on the basis of the taxonomy
of Anderson & Krathwohl [28]. Each error class was assigned
to missing ”competencies”. However, the error categories
are very general and the competencies are not sufficiently
theoretically founded, for example by classification into a
competence structure model.

Programming errors can also point to learning barriers,
which the Danish learning theorist Knud Illeris divided into the
areas of fail learning, defence against learning, ambivalence
and resistance against learning [29]. We will also use this
taxonomy as a starting point for our categorization.

D. Automated Assessment and Feedback

Due to high numbers of participants in introductory courses,
many universities use e-assessment systems for formative
or summative assessment. For the subject of programming
exercises, a wide range of e-assessment systems exists that
detect errors by executing test cases and analyzing source
code [30, 31]. In general, automated systems perform similarly
well compared to human graders regarding scoring and the
generation of feedback [32]. However, a lot of research is
related to direct error feedback with ambivalent results: On
the one hand, fine-grained feedback and grading schemes
have been proven to be effective [33], but on the other hand
detailed syntax error messages appear to be ineffectual [34].
There is also research on additional aspects like assessing
code quality and style [35, 36] or estimating difficulty of
exercises through the analysis of large amounts of solution
data [37], while explicit research on competency measurement
for programming through automated assessment is rare.

E. Measurement of Competencies / Item Response Theory

According to Classical Test Theory (CTT), the construct
of interest (e.g. student abilities) is considered to be measured
directly by item scores, although this is considered to be error-
prone. It is obvious that this straight-forward approach is not

suitable for measuring such complex constructs as compe-
tencies. In contrast, the Item Response Theory (IRT) treats
the constructs of interest as latent psychometric constructs
that cannot be measured directly. Yet, the probability Xi,k

of a correct answer of person i for item k depends on those
constructs in a certain way:

P (Xi,k = 1 | Θi, βk) = f(Θi, βk) (1)

where Θi is the parameter of person i, representing the
manifestation of the psychometric construct, βk the parameter
of item k, representing its difficulty, and f(Θi, βk) a function
that is determined by the psychometric model (e.g. the Rasch
Model (RM), see below) that is assumed to fit the observations.
In most cases these parameters have to be estimated by
numeric calculations. Depending on the assumptions about
the structure of the psychometric constructs that are to be
measured, several different models may be considered, e.g.
unidimensional models that cover only one single latent vari-
able or alternatively multidimensional models. One of the sim-
plest and most widely used ones is the basic unidimensional
(monofactorial) RM with one parameter (1F1P) :

P (Xi,k = 1 | Θi, βk) =
exp(Θi − βk)

1 + exp(Θi − βk)
(2)

The graph of such a function called Item Characteristic
Curve (ICC) and S-shaped (see below in Figure 1). Provided
that this model is applicable, some convenient simplifications
can be made. For example, the sum over the scores of all
individual items is a sufficient statistics, which means that
the (estimated) person parameter depends only on the total
number of correct answers of this person. It does not matter,
which questions the person had responded to correctly. Yet,
this model is applicable only if the ICCs have (at least nearly)
the same slope. This slope is represented by an additional
discrimination parameter δk in the 2-parametric RM (1F2P):

P (Xi,k = 1 | Θi, βk) =
exp(δk(Θi − βk))

1 + exp(δk(Θi − βk))
(3)

In the case that there is more than one psychometric
construct to be measured, the multidimensional RM must be
used [17]. In this case the probability of getting item i right
is determined by the sum of all abilities that are required for
this task [16]. In all those cases, three general preconditions
have to be met for the application of the RMs:

1) Homogeneity of items: all items are measuring the same
psychometric construct.

2) Local stochastic independence: the psychometric con-
struct is the only coupling factor between items.

3) Specific objectivity: for all samples from the population,
the item parameters are independent of the specific
sample; the same holds for all samples of questions and
person parameters.



III. COURSE CONTEXT AND DATA COLLECTION

For the bachelor degree programs ”Applied Computer
Science” and ”Business Informatics” at the University of
Duisburg-Essen, the course ”Computer Science 1” (CS1) is
mandatory in the first term. In CS1 the students acquire the
knowledge and skill of basic programming. The lecturer and
the teaching staff offer a wide range of learning opportunities
for the students including the lectures, recitation sessions, con-
sultation hours, exercises, and mini-projects. Small exams (so
called attestations) are held every two weeks. The following
subsections describe those course elements, the differences
between the course runs and the data extraction.

A. Content and Organization of the Course

The course includes two lectures and one recitation session
held by the lecturer or graduate teaching assistants per week.
Each lecture and recitation session takes 90 minutes and the
term has 14 weeks. The topics covered in CS1 are:

• Weeks 1 & 2: ”Java crash course” enabling students to
write first small Java programs without digging into
conceptual details

• Weeks 3 & 4: Classes, objects, attributes, variables, prim-
itive data types and control structures

• Weeks 5 & 6: Arrays and lists
• Weeks 7 & 8: Trees and recursion
• Weeks 9 & 10: Inheritance and interfaces
• Weeks 11 & 12: Generics and exceptions
• Weeks 13 & 14: Lambda expressions and graphs
An optional 2 hours consultation session every weekday

is offered by undergraduate teaching assistants to support the
students on programming with Java. The consultation session
is held in a computer pool, where terminals are provided
for the students to work on. The students may ask questions
about every aspect of the course. In case a question cannot be
answered by the undergraduate teaching assistants, they inform
a graduate teaching assistant, who will help to solve the issue.

Throughout the term, more than 80 small exercise assign-
ments are provided in JACK. Working on these exercises is not
mandatory, but strongly recommended to the students. Some
of these exercises are discussed in detail in the recitation
sessions. Each exercise is associated with several test cases
within JACK. The system evaluates the solutions based on
the test cases and additional static code checks and provides
corresponding feedback to every submission. The students
can submit a solution and receive immediate feedback, that
consists of textual messages (a list of failed test cases and
static code checks) and a result score in the range from 0 to
100.

Beside these small exercises, a larger exercise called mini-
project (MP) is provided every two weeks in JACK. The
mini-project is a mandatory assignment the students must
solve in about a week’s time. Each mini-project addresses
a specific subject area and is split into five to ten subtasks
of increasing difficulty. The mini-project aims to supply a
comprehensive overview of the subject area. It offers the

TABLE I
MINI-PROJECT (MP) AND ATTESTATION (AT) TASKS

Task & subject Subtasks
MP0: training Implement simple methods with simple

datatypes
AT0: training Implement simple methods with simple

datatypes
MP1: one- and two-
dimensional arrays

Implement constructor, add single value to ar-
ray, add array to existing array, get the minimum
value in array, get all values above threshold in
array, scalar multiplication of matrix, add two
matrices, get column of matrix, transpose matrix

AT1: one- and two-
dimensional arrays

Get maximum value in array, subtract two ma-
trices

MP2: singly linked
lists

Implement constructor, append element, get ele-
ment at position, count elements, sum up values
of attribute over all elements, change values of
attribute in a specific way over all elements,
insert element at position, remove element from
list, split list at position, reverse order of list
elements

AT2: singly linked
lists

Mark specific elements in list, remove marked
elements from list

MP3: recursion
over tree

Insert element, find element, count all elements,
find all elements with attribute value and save to
array, change element without changing order,
delete element, change element and update tree
accordingly

AT3: recursion over
tree

Insert element in binary tree, return array with
tree elements in preorder

MP4: inheritance
and interfaces

Inherit from class, implement constructor, over-
load method, override method

AT4: inheritance
and interfaces

Inherit from class, implement method in parent,
override method in child

MP5: generic list
and map with cus-
tom comparator

Implement constructor to initialize calendar ob-
ject, iterate over generic map, insert and get val-
ues from map, implement custom comparator,
sort generic list with created comparator, insert
element, insert list of elements, get all elements,
get specific elements, get specific elements in
order and count elements in generic list

AT5: generic list
and map with cus-
tom comparator

Add element to generic list, add element at
position to generic list, add values to map,
search for key in map, replace value of all key-
value-pairs in map

students a way to work on a coherent set of tasks, with the
intent to provide a project-like environment contrary to the
small and isolated exercises mentioned above. The students
can submit any number of solutions to be evaluated by JACK.
The system provides extensive feedback, so that the students
can improve their solution with each submission. In general,
each mini-project is designed to prepare the students for the
corresponding following attestation. It is mandatory to make
at least one submission (regardless of the score achieved) for
the corresponding mini-project to take part in the attestation.

Finally, attestations (AT) are held every two weeks during
the term, for a total of five attestations. These attestations are
small admission exams, in which students can earn a maximum
of 100 points each. Students are only allowed to take the end
of term exam, if they reach a total score of at least 330 points
in the attestations. In an attestation, students solve a given
task within 45 minutes in a computer pool under exam condi-
tions. Students must use Eclipse as an integrated development
environment (IDE) and have no access to the internet. The



TABLE II
NUMBER OF STUDENTS AND SUBMISSIONS PER TERM FOR MINI-PROJECTS

Number of students Number of submissions
No. and variant 2015/16 2017/18 2018/19 Total 2015/16 2017/18 2018/19 Total
MP0 (variant 1) 669 669 2413 2413
MP0 (variant 2) 477 477 921 921
MP0 (variant 3) 479 479 874 874
MP1 580 663 662 1905 2362 2142 2235 6739
MP2 483 579 607 1669 3643 3105 4655 11403
MP3 (old version) 399 434 833 1630 1794 3424
MP3 (new version) 496 496 3756 3756
MP4 316 334 381 1031 1090 955 1482 3527
MP5 260 248 311 819 1005 1070 1463 3538

students may submit several solutions and the number of points
is calculated from the best submitted solution. An additional
attestation that does not count for the total score is offered
early in the term so that students can make themselves familiar
with these special conditions. Since the largest computer pool
of the university can only be used by about 200 students at
the same time, up to four attestations sessions are offered
and the attestation tasks vary slightly between these sessions
to avoid exam fraud. The tasks are similar in difficulty and
workload to single subtasks of the corresponding mini-project.
A comprehensive overview for each subtask of each mini-
project and the corresponding attestation tasks is presented in
Table I. Submitted solutions will be evaluated by JACK after
the attestation is finished. Scores and feedback are available to
the students in the following week. Students may review their
submitted solutions, scores and feedback under the supervision
of an undergraduate teaching assistant in any consultation
session. Attestations and mini-projects are a way of ensuring
that students have to work continually on their programming
skills.

B. Differences Between the Course Runs

Relevant for our project are the course runs in winter terms
2015/16, 2017/18, and 2018/19 as well as future course runs
until 2020/21. We ignore the run in winter term 2016/17,
since the course was held by a different lecturer, who made
large deviations from the course structure and attestation topics
discussed above. Besides that, there were also some other
notable changes between the three terms and there will be
others for future terms.

All attestation tasks were refurbished or replaced by new
ones before winter term 2017/18 without changing the main
topics of each attestation. In winter term 2018/19, the tasks
for mini-project 3 were also replaced, because the previous
one was perceived as too difficult for the students. Tasks for
mini-project 0 (as a preparation to the additional, non-graded
attestation mentioned above) changed every term.

For the future starting from winter term 2019/20, the ”Java
crash course” will be turned into a regular part of the lecture
but cover less Java constructs and more conceptual details on
variables, primitive data types, control structures and arrays.
Week three and four can then be reserved for object-oriented

concepts and lists. These changes will actually have no effect
on the topics of mini-projects and attestations.

C. Usage Figures

Table II provides an overview on the number of submitting
student and the total number of submissions per term for the
mini-projects. The figures for the submissions of the attesta-
tions are very similar. The drop-out of students throughout
each term is within the usual margins for that course. It is due
to the fact that students who already gathered enough points
to be admitted for the final exam tend to waive participation
in further attestations. Similarly, students who cannot gather
enough points in the remaining attestations usually tend to quit
the course for that term and make another try in the next term.

Notably, the average number of submissions per student
varies from term to term (e. g. between 3.23 and 4.07 for MP1
or between 5.36 and 7.67 for MP2). There is no obvious reason
for that, i. e. students did not receive different instructions on
whether to make more or less submissions in different terms.

D. Data Extraction and Preparation

In order to allow for easier processing and analysis within
the project, all submissions to the JACK system have been
exported to a unified file system structure. Every year and ex-
ercise (including mini-projects and attestations) is represented
as a separate folder within that structure. Each of these folders
contains separate folders for each student and in them are
separate folders for each submission of that student. Hence,
each individual solution can be addressed by a unique path
as ”year/exercise-id/student-id/submission-no/”. These unique
folders contain the submitted source code files and a text file
containing all automated feedback produced by JACK on that
submission. The student folders use pseudonyms as ids, so that
submissions from different exercises or years belonging to the
same person can be identified without actually identifying that
person.

As a first preprocessing step, so-called ”sequencing tables”
have been produced for each exercise. Each line in these tables
represents one submission. Each column represents either a
test case or a sub-task. A ”1” in a cell indicates that no
negative feedback has been generated for that test case or
sub-task in the respective submission. If there was feedback,



Fig. 1. Acceptable 2-parameter ICC of a 4-combination in MP1.

the corresponding cell contains a ”0”. There is an ”n-to-one”-
mapping from feedback messages to test cases and another
”n-to-one”-mapping from test cases to sub-tasks. Hence, one
test case can fail with several different error messages and
the correctness of a solution with respect to a sub-task can
be checked by several test cases. The sequencing tables are
produced automatically based on these mappings: The list of
feedback for each submission is inspected and each feedback
message is looked up in the mapping. The cells for the
corresponding test cases and sub-tasks are set to ”0”, while
all other cells for that submission are set to ”1”. Note that
we do not use the score displayed to the students (a value in
the range 0 to 100) in this study, as each exercise can have
individual rules on how to calculate the score based on the
outcome of the test cases.

IV. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

In preparatory work for our project application [4], we had
already analyzed the MPs in the course run of 2015/16 (the
MPs in 2015/16 were numbered differently; we changed the
numbering here to unify the exposition). We found several
shorter item combinations that seemed to have acceptable
variations in the discrimination parameters δ (see Figure 1).

The “best” item combination regarding its length, the vari-
ation of the discrimination parameter and the model fit was
one of the two combinations of 5 items of MP3 (see Figure 2),
called MP3-C5 in the following text. The only flaw of MP3-C5
was that three items A4, A5 and A6 have nearly the same item
difficulty, causing a coincidence of their ICCs by this way. We
had also calculated the item parameters of MP3-C5, resulting
in the same difficulty ranking as produced by the classical
item difficulty (portion of correct solutions). In addition, the
resulting person parameters had turned out to follow a bimodal
distribution.

Fig. 2. 2-parameter ICC of nearly perfect item set in MP3.

V. METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

One of the main objectives of our project is the defini-
tion, delimitation and clarification of competencies for object-
oriented programming. An important part is to identify poten-
tial competencies and their components. Since we make use of
Schott and Azizi Ghanbari [7, p. 15] to define competencies
through a set of homogeneous tasks that can be carried
out when a student has the underlying competency, the link
between competencies, their components and tasks (items) is
essential to validate the competencies found through IRT.

Therefore we analyzed the structure of all tasks and sample
programming solutions of the mini-projects and attestations
from an expert’s perspective in order to determine the required
skills from a subject-specific cognitive point of view. The anal-
ysis included only the skills required to program the version
of the sample solution. In many cases there are alternative
solutions (e.g. an iterative instead of a recursive solution or
vice versa). The alternative solution paths are determined by
analyzing the students’ solutions.

As methodology we used an inductive qualitative content
analysis (QCA) based on Mayring [38] adapted to the analysis
of source code errors as proposed by Shah [39]. We coded the
programming solutions according to his guidelines (paraphras-
ing, generalization, categorizing, checks). There were 4 coders
and all decisions taken were noted in a coding manual. The
work was carried out in pairs and by individuals.

The paraphrasing step (similar to the methodology of
Mayring [38]) eliminates non content-bearing code and trans-
forms the remaining code into a unified form [39]; the program
code of all the sample solutions is provided in a unified
form. The generalization step [39] was done by transforming
the abstract programming code into an abstract description
in natural language to describe the main parts of the code’s
solution approach. In the categorization step, we categorized
the descriptions of the code according to the basic concepts,



describing the solution components or steps (e.g. concatenate
two arrays, change and re-sort elements in a binary tree).

A central question of our research concerns the level of
granularity at which relevant differences can be found among
the students’ solutions on certain tasks. At the most abstract
level, almost all items of our tasks will measure more or
less the same competencies, e. g. ”implement the abstract
data type list with the most important operations”, while at
the most detailed level, probably all students would master
all requirements, e. g. ”implement basic algorithmic control
structures in Java”. In between, however, there must be a
level at which relevant differences can be found both in the
item demands and in the individual programming skills. Our
hypothesis is that these are at the level of specific patterns
needed for the solutions, similar to design patterns in the field
of software engineering (see e.g. [40]) or to computational
thinking patterns (see [41]).

For completeness, the code of the first analyzed mini-project
Java classes was categorized in very small parts (e.g. class
definition, variable declaration, conditional statement, ...). We
have decided to categorize these very detailed parts of the
code, which are not complex enough to be an important part
of a competency, only at their first appearance. In the following
we limited ourselves to the identification and categorizing of
programming patterns in solution components or solution steps
with sufficient complexity.

From the analysis of the sample solutions of the mini-
projects and the attestation we have derived a series of 46
potential competency components of reasonable complexity,
which will form the core of all further investigations. Some
examples are:

• Concatenate two arrays
• Determine an extreme value of an array
• Filter array into new array
• Sort list with a comparator
• Filter elements of a list to another list
• Split a chained list by index
• Find elements in a binary tree
• Insert an element in a binary tree
• Change and re-sort elements in a binary tree
• Convert a binary tree to an array
• Calculate the average of all values in a set
• Add two two-dimensional arrays element by element
• Multiply a two-dimensional array with a scalar
• Define recursive methods
• Implement an interface
• Implement polymorphic methods
To achieve reliability and objectivity Mayring [38], 15% of

the total program code was inter-coded.
Since there are alternative solutions to the sample solutions

we currently analyze student’s solutions of the mini-projects
and attestations in order to extend the category system of pos-
sible competencies and competency components to saturation.
Furthermore, we examine the students’ solutions for errors and
misconceptions. The deficiencies in the code can then help to
further structure and differentiate the competency candidates

and, in particular, to improve the feedback of JACK. Errors and
misconceptions are also categorized by a qualitative content
analysis.

VI. FURTHER PROJECT PLAN

Following a mixed-methods approach, we are going to com-
plement the results from different perspectives. In particular,
we conduct interviews, develop questionnaires, and analyze
protocols of the consultation sessions to refine and extend the
set of potential competency components. The further project
plan is described in the following paragraphs.

A. Further data sources

To get insights into the approaches and difficulties of the
students regarding the assignments, we developed guidelines
for semi-structured interviews. The students are interviewed
after each attestation and before the results of the attestation
is published. The selection of students is random and no
personal information is recorded. The students are asked to
give detailed feedback about the most recent mini-project and
the attestation. They grade the difficulty of both assignments
and explain which subtasks were easy or difficult to solve.
They supply information on the external sources they might
have used to solve the problems and whether they worked
with other students, or preferred to work alone. Finally, they
evaluate the feedback given by JACK and how they prepared
themselves for the attestation.

The answers will also serve as basis to develop an online
questionnaire consisting mainly of closed questions. This
questionnaire is going to be distributed in the following course
run to all students of the course to get a representative picture
of the participants. The results of the interviews will further-
more be used to extend our category system of competency
components.

Another method to get insights into the learners’ perspec-
tives are protocols of the consultation sessions, which the
undergraduate teaching assistants write for each session. The
teaching assistants record the number of attending students,
whether the students work in groups, the occurred topics with
frequently asked questions and the average time they interacted
with each student. These protocols are another promising
source to evaluate key problems the students might have with
each course topic. They can also help to adapt and extend the
category system of potential competency components.

B. Analysis Based on Item Response Theory

All results obtained at this point will be compiled together
in order to obtain detailed information on combinations of
competency components that can be regarded as candidates
for empirically founded competencies.

The sequencing tables are then examined for combinations
of columns that could be homogeneous in the psychometric
sense, i.e. whose solution or application essentially depends
exclusively on the development of a common competency
(component). For this purpose, the following evaluations are
performed with all column combinations: latent trait analysis



(LTA) according to [42], non-parametric analysis according
to [43], Rasch tests according to [44], qualitative analysis of
the item-characteristic curves (ICCs), multi Rasch analyses for
potentially multi-factorial item sets and ANOVA with different
psychometric models. The results of all these methods are then
compared, also with classical test theory such as Cronbach-
Alpha and point biserial correlations. This results in a selection
of column combinations that could be relatively homoge-
neous. These combinations are then regarded as definitions of
”competency candidates” in the sense of [7], whose subject-
matter structure can in turn be derived from the competency
components involved.

In the next step, the psychometric personal parameters
for the column combinations of the candidate competencies
are calculated for the students and their distribution are
determined. The candidate competencies are validated by a
comparison with the results of all previous results (interviews,
questionnaires, consultation session protocols etc.). This com-
parisons is expected to result in a detailed description of the
individual candidate competencies from several perspectives,
including the corresponding item demands, learning barriers
and solution patterns. On this basis, the candidate competen-
cies will then be classified into the existing competence models
[10, 17].

C. Adaption of the Items

Depending on the results of the preceding research steps,
the items used in the mini-projects and attestations will be
modified or adapted. A change in the item difficulty could
become necessary if the variance is too low. An adjustment of
the item selectivity, i.e. the slope of the ICC in the Birnbaum
model, can also become necessary if the variance is too low.
An adjustment of the item selectivity (i.e. the slope of the ICC
in the Birnbaum model) can also become necessary, e.g. if the
ICCs within an item set overlap due to a high variance of the
slopes (meaning the specific objectivity is violated). For all
the mentioned adaptations, the knowledge gained up to this
point, e.g. about problem areas, difficulty of the competency
candidates or the frequency of certain solution patterns, will
most likely prove to be very helpful. The result is a complete,
ready-to-use set of items for all mini-projects and attestations,
whose quality as a testing instrument from a psychometric
point of view should increase from version to version.

D. Development of Feedback

With these results, we strive to improve the feedback
of JACK. Using the gained understanding of programming
competencies, we can provide more support for the students.
If we identify which missing concepts lead to a specific error
by the students, we can inform them about the reason for this
error. Instead of a simple error message or short hint what
the error might be, we will be able to inform the student
very specifically about the topics and concepts, which have
to be revised in order to solve the given task. This might
significantly improve the way a student is able to learn the
skills needed to become a programmer.

VII. CONCLUSION

From the extensive data of e-assessment systems, conclu-
sions can be drawn about knowledge gaps and misconceptions,
but also about competencies and their components. This data
can be combined with further data sources (like interviews
with the learners) to get a more complete picture.

The empirically-based definition of competencies further
serves as basis for the generation of high-quality feedback.

The approach of defining and measuring competencies of
our project is not limited to object-oriented programming, but
could also be generalized to other topics and even disciplines.
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